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MOVES Holds Second Annual In-House Open House to Cross-Fertilize NPS Research 
Monday, March 05, 2007
by Barbara Honegger  Senior Military Affairs Journalist
Naval Postgraduate School faculty, students and staff buzzed around some of the world’s most advanced
visualization technology at the second annual Modeling, Virtual Environments and Simulation (MOVES)
Institute in-house open house, Mar. 1.
A suite of rooms in Watkins Hall was dedicated to hands-on demonstrations of 20 MOVES thesis projects
of practical use to the warfighter, including a tactile vibrator vest for pilots to counter optical and motion
illusions, a helicopter cockpit simulator with surround-screen projection and 3D visual simulations of
terrorist attack scenarios on Pearl Harbor.  Faculty-student teams demonstrated products developed at
NPS that are now being used in the fleet and field.
“This is the second MOVES open house we’ve held to reach out to NPS faculty, staff and students,” said
MOVES Institute Director and Associate Professor of Computer Science Rudy Darken.  “They’re a great
way to educate the rest of the campus about what we do and to cross-fertilize and catalyze
interdisciplinary research here on campus.  Though we’re not a big university, we’re big enough that
faculty and students don’t know what other faculty and students are doing, and two years ago Adm.
Ellison and I decided to do something about it.
“The number one reason for these in-house open houses is to get students and faculty outside of
MOVES to come over and see what we can offer to make their research more valuable and effective,”
added Darken.  “Adding visualization to a project can be the key to explaining abstract concepts to users
and sponsors, allowing them to fully grasp its meaning and value.  And this, in turn, can make the
difference in funding.”
“What we do is inherently interdisciplinary,” noted MOVES curricular officer and military instructor Cmdr.
Joe Sullivan, “and once faculty and students learn what we have to offer, we hope and expect to become
even more so.”
“We want all NPS faculty and students to know that MOVES is willing to add our modeling and simulation
expertise to almost every area of study here at NPS on a reimbursable basis,” said MOVES open house
coordinator, Computer Science Research Associate and Executive Director of the MOVES Delta 3D
Project Perry McDowell.  “And because part of our mission with the Navy and DoD is to work the
business model to make this affordable, we’re able to keep the cost down relative to other modeling and
simulation providers.  We can also help with video production for podcasting of faculty’s online courses.”
McDowell noted that NPS faculty are often surprised when they find out that MOVES can help with
visualization services.
“I was talking with Information Sciences Research Professor Shelly Gallup, who’s working on underwater
robots searching ships’ hulls for improvised explosive devices,” said McDowell.  “I told him about our
visualization services and he said he didn’t know he could get that from MOVES.  We want everyone
here to know, ‘Yes, you can.’”
NPS officer students demonstrated a wide range of thesis research in modeling, virtual environments and
simulation.
Turkish Air Force Lt. Mustafa Azimetl, an F-16 pilot, is doing his master’s thesis on aircraft flight
simulation.  “Our Air Force is going to buy new F-35 Joint Strike Fighters and a package of F-35 training
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simulation.  “Our Air Force is going to buy new F-35 Joint Strike Fighters and a package of F-35 training
and simulation to go with them,” he said.  “With what I am learning at NPS, I’ll be able to help choose the
right simulation training system for our pilots.”
“One of the most important applications of 3D visualization technology is for deployable training,” Sullivan
noted.  “Pilots can enter a flight simulator in the hangar bay of a ship en route to their area of operation
and not lose a minute of valuable training time while at sea.”
“As pilots, we’re already trained to trust our instruments over our senses, because you can be blinded by
brown outs and black outs and fooled by optical and motion illusions, especially while you’re hovering,”
added Lt. Cmdr. James Brown, a P-3 submarine hunter pilot.  “The Tactor vest, with tactile vibrators that
tell you which direction you’re moving in case of visual blindness, illusion or ambiguity, is another step
forward in our training to trust technology over our senses.  Once you’ve learned it it can save your life,
and save planes that can cost up to $2 billion each.  A blind man has used these motion simulator vests
to drive a speed boat only half a mile per hour slower than the record for the fastest sighted driver, and
an astronaut has proved that a version with gyros works in zero gravity in space.”
Lt. Ryan Yusko, an E-2C Hawkeye pilot, uses computer vision to recreate the flight paths of fixed-wing
aircraft approaching and landing on aircraft carriers based on the video from a camera embedded in the
carrier deck.
“The goal is to objectify the feedback to pilots by landing signal officers (LSOs) and thus improve pilot
training,”      said Yusko.  “This is definitely something I wish I’d had when I was learning how to land on a
carrier.  The entire approach and landing takes place in only about 15 seconds of high concentration. 
You need as much objective feedback about that 15 seconds as you can get, and LSOs don’t always get
it right.  My goal is to get this implemented at air fields, so the LSOs can learn first hand that they don’t
always get it right and how to write more objective grades of a pilots’ approaches when they’re deployed
to the carriers.”
MOVES Research Associate Terry Norbraten demonstrated the Waterside Security and Anti-
Terrorism/Force Protection Project’s Scenario Authorizing Visualization for Advanced Graphical
Environments (SAVAGE), a super virtual battlefield awareness simulator.
“SAVAGE began with the small boat attack on the U.S.S. Cole,” said Norbraten.  “An officer who was on
board said, ‘Never again’ and asked, ‘How can we prevent this from happening in the future?’  In
response, we’re now able to use SAVAGE to generate and run 3D visual simulations of thousands of
permutations and combinations of terrorist red team attack scenarios to see what the real vulnerabilities
are and how best to deter and counter them.”  SAVAGE recreates Pearl Harbor, the Persian Gulf oil
terminal of Al Basra, and the Navy ports of Indian Head and Bremerton, Wash. 
Many NPS faculty and staff attended Thursday’s MOVES open house.
“I come to these MOVES open houses to keep in touch with what’s happening in our neighbor institution,”
said Chairman of the NPS Space Systems Academic Group Prof. Rudy Panholzer.  “In return, we invite
MOVES faculty and students to give presentations at our annual technology update, which will be
happening this year in April.”
Wanda Pan Christian, program manager for the NPS Office of Continuous Learning, took the pilot’s seat
in a helicopter cockpit visual environment simulator.   “I’ve always had an interest in MOVES,” said Pan
Christian.  “This open house is a great way to learn about all the programs and experiments happening
right here at NPS.”
MOVES was founded by then NPS Computer Science Prof. Mike Zyda, who was its first director. 
According to Darken, Zyda invited the whole campus to an introductory meeting on how modeling, 3D
virtual environment visualization and simulation can enhance research and teaching.
“The way Mike tells it, the whole campus came,” said Darken.  “Like in ‘Field of Dreams,’ MOVES is a
true example of ‘Build it, and they will come.’  We have an open door.  We hold these in-house open
houses so our own faculty and students will know what we’ve built, and so that more and more will
come.”
For more information about the NPS MOVES Institute, contact Darken at (831) 656-7588 or
darken@nps.edu.
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